2006 saturn relay 2

The Saturn Relay is a minivan that was made by General Motors. The Relay was the first Saturn
vehicle without polymer side paneling, the first Saturn that is a rebadged Chevrolet or Pontiac ,
and it was the first and only minivan produced by Saturn. The Relay was introduced with a 3.
For , a 3. For , the 3. Consequently, the optional AWD system was also dropped, since it could
not handle the torque of the 3. Also in , the Relay received an optional flex-fuel engine but only
for fleet applications. There were three available trim levels, 1 , 2 , 3. The Relay 3 was available
in front-wheel drive and in all-wheel drive. The third-row bench folds flat, but did not fold
entirely into the floor. A navigation system was optional on Relay 3s. Side airbags were optional
on the Relay. The Relay was discontinued after the model year and was replaced by the Saturn
Outlook. The final model year of the Relay. The Saturn logos had been dropped from the front
doors, and the all-wheel drive option was no longer available. The Relay was discontinued after
the model year. The Doraville Assembly plant closed in September The last Relay rolled off the
line on November 17, Media related to Saturn Relay at Wikimedia Commons. From Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. Motor vehicle. General Motors. Retrieved 30 September Saturn
automobile timeline, â€” Categories : All-wheel-drive vehicles Front-wheel-drive vehicles
Minivans Saturn vehicles Flexible-fuel vehicles Cars introduced in Motor vehicles manufactured
in the United States. Hidden categories: Articles needing additional references from December
All articles needing additional references Articles with short description Short description is
different from Wikidata Commons category link from Wikidata All articles with dead external
links Articles with dead external links from March Articles with permanently dead external links.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons.
Compact car. S series. Mid-size car. L series. Compact SUV. Mid-size SUV. Concept car.
Overview Trims and Specs Pictures Pictures Features Specs 3 trims already selected. Major
Features All Features. Hide Details Show Details. Body Style Minivan. Engine 3. Seating 7.
Drivetrain FWD. The Saturn Relay 2 uses a 3. Traction and stability control come standard while
and power seats come a Read More. Traction and stability control come standard while and
power seats come as an option. No additional major features. Engines 3. The Saturn Relay 3
uses a standard 3. Gas consumption runs from 18 mpg in the city to 25 mpg on the highway.
Options include leather seats and a navigation system. Standard features include power seats,
traction control, and stability control. Drivetrain AWD. The Versatrak AWD system allocates
power between the rear wheels when the The Versatrak AWD system allocates power between
the rear wheels when the front wheels slip. Options include leather seats and navigation
system. Power seats come standard. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Select Year Manual
adjustments: 8. Exterior mirrors: power , heated. Manual Adjustments. Mount Location: inside.
Satellite communications: OnStar. Type: all season. Wheel covers: full. Power adjustments: 6.
Manual Adjustments: 4. Roof rack color: black. A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

For more information go to Kool Vue Mirrors are your most affordable OE replacement mirrors
and they are manufactured from the highest quality, corrosion-resistant materials to withstand
all types of weather. Kool Vue specializes in producing mirrors for all vehicle makes and
models; Our mirrors go through rigorous ReplaceXL - the most affordable brand name for
replacement parts that We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote.
Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select
your vehicle. Refine by:. Mirror part. Returns Policy. Glass Operation. Folding Type. Towing
Mirror. Quantity Sold. Shop Saturn Relay-2 Mirror. Showing 1 - 15 of 33 results. Display item:.
Sort by:. This Part Does Not Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: ST17L. Part Number:
ST17R. Vehicle Fitment Saturn Ion 2 4 Cyl 2. Page 1 of 3 Showing 1 - 15 of 33 results. Featured
Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Manufactured from top quality components, this is your
best option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an
OE replacement product for your damaged or aged factory part. Feb 10, Drivers side mirror Great Value and Quality. The drivers side mirror worked perfectly. I think overall I am satisfied.
Blends in nicely and good quality. The only thing I noticed was a slight difference in the actual
glass mirror compared to the passenger glass mirror. I say slightly because most people may
not notice. Maybe mirror glass quality no sure but It works though and does the job. Gabriel
Salama. Purchased on Jan 21, Arrived on time and fit perfectly as advertised. Blake Struck.
Purchased on Jan 30, Jan 12, Good quality. Awesome place for exterior auto body parts. Jose
Jose. Purchased on Jan 08, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. But in recent years,
cameras substituting rear-view mirrors have been introduced, while backup cameras have also
been federally mandated in new vehicles. Adjust Your Mirrors to Work in Harmony Driving with
new mirror settings can take some getting used to. Before driving on public roads, take time to
drive up and down a street with a few cars, or even an open parking lot just to get used to them.
Rearview Mirror Sit in your normal driving position. Adjust the mirror with. Apart from detaching
the mirrors themselves, the adhesive on the back can leave a residue, which can prove to be a
challenge to remove. Whether or not you are capable of driving with one or both side mirrors
missing or broken is largely dependent on your skills as a driver. However, we would strongly.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. Since , Dorman Products
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Returns Policy. Shop Saturn Relay-2 Oil Pan. Showing 1 - 4 of 4 results. Sort by:. This Part Does
Not Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Vehicle Fitment Saturn Ion 2 4 Cyl 2. Product Details Notes :
Includes drain plug Capacity : 4. Vehicle Fitment Saturn Relay 2 6 Cyl 3. Product Details Notes :
Includes drain plug Capacity : 5 qts. Part Number:
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RB Vehicle Fitment Saturn Relay 3 6 Cyl 3. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 4 of 4 results. Featured
Brands. Dorman Aluminum Oil Pan Manufacturer Reviews Questions, Answers. Manufactured
from top quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive replacement for your
rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for your damaged or aged
factory part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name for replacement parts th
Replacement Aluminum Oil Pan. Feb 08, Fit well and solved all issues. Bruce Washington.
Purchased on Dec 21, Excellent service. Purchased on Jan 24, Jan 23, Great Product. Perfect Fit
for a Perfect Price. A1 Quality. Purchased on Dec 17, Show More. Helpful Automotive
Resources. There are two common causes for a leak from the oil pan to occur: a worn-out
gasket or impact damage. Impact Damage. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence.
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